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Purpose of review
Understanding the behavioral mechanisms of sensorimotor adaptation and learning is essential for designing rational rehabilitation interventions.

Recent findings
Adaptation is the trial-and-error process of adjusting movement to new demands and is now thought to be more than a simple error cancellation process. Instead, it may calibrate the brain’s prediction of how the body will move and takes into account costs associated with the new task demand. Damage of the cerebellum systematically disrupts adaptation, but damage to other brain regions often does not. Adapting to perturbations driven by a device like a robot or a treadmill leads to only partial generalization to unconstrained ‘real-world’ movements. Repeated adaptation can lead to learning a new motor calibration, but process of consolidation of this type of learning is less understood in patients.

Summary
Adaptation is inherently important for rehabilitation by making movement flexible, but can also be used to ascertain whether some patients can generate a more normal motor pattern. Repeated adaptation can lead to learning of a new, more permanent motor calibration. Though less understood, this type of learning is likely to be an important method for making long-term improvements in patients’ movement patterns.
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Introduction
Human movement control is complex – over 600 muscles act together to control the movement of a couple of hundred bones. Yet, we make smooth and accurate movements with ease, even in the face of constantly changing demands. We often take for granted the processes that allow this flexibility, only becoming aware of the challenges that face the central nervous system (CNS) when something goes wrong. This review will focus on two phenomena thought to be critical for motor flexibility, namely motor adaptation and motor learning. I will define these terms, compare and contrast known behavioral processes, discuss effects of brain lesions, and address the ramifications for rehabilitation.

Adaptation
Consider the following situation: you borrow a friend’s computer, but find that the mouse moves the cursor faster than you expect, resulting in inaccuracies (and annoyance). Luckily, it only takes a matter of minutes for your brain to adjust and account for the new mouse–cursor settings. However, when you return to your own computer, you temporarily make errors as a result of your experience on your friend’s computer. This phenomenon is indicative of an error-driven motor calibration process called motor adaptation.

Definition
The term motor ‘adaptation’ has previously been used by different groups to refer to distinct human motor behaviors [1,2]. Here, I will use the definition of adaptation from Martin et al. [2]. It is the modification of a movement from trial-to-trial based on error feedback in which the following criteria are met. First, the movement retains its identity of being a specific action (e.g. ‘reaching’) but changes in terms of one or more parameters (e.g. the pattern of force or direction). Second, the change occurs with repetition or practice of the behavior and is gradual over minutes to hours. Third, once adapted, individuals cannot retrieve the prior behavior; instead, they show ‘after-effects’ and must ‘de-adapt’ the behavior with practice in the same gradual, continuous manner back to the original state.
Why is adaptation important for human behavior and rehabilitation, given its relatively transient nature? The answer is simple: it allows the nervous system a highly flexible control that can account for temporary, but predictable, changes in the demands of the task. Thus, a finite number of ‘learned’ motor patterns can be adapted to account for many different situations.

**Behavioral findings**

Adaptation occurs for all types of movements such as reaching, walking, balancing, and eye movements [3–6]. Adaptation typically occurs with practice over tens to hundreds of movements, approximately on a timescale of minutes to hours. The rate of de-adaptation is often faster than the rate of adaptation [7,8]. It is thought that the number of times that a movement is practiced is the more relevant training signal than the amount of time that has passed, though there is probability of some interaction between the two [9]. Indeed, short delays (i.e. 4 s) between movements can augment the adaptation process, possibly through a persisting memory trace of the error [9]. There is also good evidence that adaptation may consist of two processes – one is faster but transiently stored and one that is slower and more persistently stored [8]. Understanding whether the fast and slow processes rely on distinct neural mechanisms and how to differentially engage them would benefit rehabilitation training. Finally, several studies suggest that this process is somewhat automatic – in other words, patients do not have to attempt to ‘consciously’ make corrections in their movement. The adaptation proceeds regardless of this [2,10].

What drives adaptation? When a given movement, such as a reach, is perturbed, the nervous system attempts to reduce the error from one reach to the next. Recent work suggests that an important signal is a sensory prediction error, which is the difference between the brain’s predicted outcome of the movement and the observed outcome [11]. Note that this is different than an error in target accuracy – it instead reflects whether the body moved in the way that the brain thought it would [12]. Sensory prediction errors can be used to calibrate the internal representations of body dynamics and the environment and recalibrate for changes in either. Well calibrated internal representations are important because they allow us to decrease reliance on time-delayed feedback from body sensors.

During adaptation, the brain may also alter the movement pattern to minimize the ‘costs’ associated with a consistent perturbation [13,14,15,16]. Costs might include energy demands, forces, fatigue, inaccuracy, jerkiness, among others. For any situation, the nervous system has to decide which costs are most important to reduce to achieve the goal of the task. Recent studies suggest that this process is important during walking and reaching adaptation to force fields. Emken et al. [15] studied force perturbations at the foot during walking and found that a model minimizing the kinematic error and effort costs explained adaptation during this task. This is in contrast to most studies that have modeled the process purely as kinematic error cancellation. In a study of reaching in novel force fields, Izawa et al. [16] provided compelling evidence that adaptation involves recalibration of internal representations of body dynamics using sensory prediction errors and reoptimization of the motor plan to minimize the costs of the task.

In sum, adaptation represents a more complex process than simply canceling out perturbations. It involves calibrating the brain’s prediction of how the body will move, and probably takes into account costs associated with the task.

**Effects of lesions**

Motor adaptation has been studied extensively across patient groups and different types of movement. Damage to the cerebellum most consistently impairs this process by decreasing trial-by-trial improvements during adaptation to a new demand and diminishing the stored after-effect once the demand is removed. This has been shown across many types of movements, including eye movements, arm movements, walking, and balancing [5,17–19]. The type of error information that drives adaptation is not entirely clear, though recent work has shown that sensory prediction errors are sufficient to drive adaptation (i.e. the difference between observed and predicted movement) and that motor corrections that are made after errors do not alter the adaptive process per se [11]. In other words, seeing the error on a reach is enough to affect the next reach; correcting the error does not improve this process.

Damage to other parts of the brain has not systematically impaired motor adaptation. Basal ganglia damage from degenerative diseases like Huntington’s or Parkinson’s disease largely leaves the adaptation intact [20–22]. Yet, recent work has suggested that the basal ganglia may be important for assigning cost versus reward values to movement, and therefore might play some role in choosing motor strategy during adaptation [23].

Cerebral damage can slow the adaptation of reaching movements but does not abolish this process [24,25]. Interestingly, cerebral damage does not impair adaptation of walking on a split-belt treadmill and may even produce after-effects that can improve the symmetry of stepping [26].

**Rehabilitation**

Devices, such as robots or treadmills, are often used to drive adaptation. An important question for rehabilitation is whether this adaptation generalizes to unconstrained...
movements. In other words, does adaptation recalibrate the brain’s representation of the person’s body or of the novel device? This has been studied in a reaching adaptation task in which people held a robotic arm that perturbed their movement [27,28**]. We found that only 40% of adaptation driven by the robot transferred to reach in free space. This could be improved to 60% if we gradually and implicitly introduce the perturbation, rather than introduce it abruptly at full strength [28**]. These results suggest that gradually changing training conditions that result in smaller trial-to-trial movement errors are more likely to lead to changes in neural representations of the body’s dynamics, with broader generalization of the adaptation across conditions.

Is adaptation useful as a rehabilitation treatment? There is a compelling set of studies that have shown that after-effects following a visuo-motor adaptation paradigm can positively impact stroke patients with hemineglect [29]. People with hemineglect were studied after adapting a pointing movement while wearing prism goggles that shift gaze to the right. The after-effect from this adaptation caused patients to point toward their left (neglected) side and also improved manual body-midline demonstration and many classical neuropsychological tests. The pointing after-effect is normally short lived in controls, but was shown to be long lasting in people with neglect – the effect lasted 5 days after only one prism exposure where they pointed 50 times [30]. Thus, the longevity of adaptation effects can differ in people with CNS damage, and it is possible to see significant rehabilitative effects from after-effects following adaptation [31].

Even when the after-effects from a single adaptation do not yield long-lasting effects, this process is still extremely important for rehabilitation. Adaptation allows us to determine whether the nervous system is still capable of a more normal pattern of movement. For example, we have recently shown that we can induce after-effects that normalize locomotor symmetry in stroke survivors [26**]. Patients were adapted on a split-belt treadmill where one leg was made to walk twice as fast as the other. After adaptation, they walked with legs at the same speed and showed after-effects that normalized step symmetry and double support times compared to a baseline (i.e. same speed) condition. This means that the CNS retains the capacity to drive the walking pattern more optimally. Similar results have been shown during a reaching adaptation task in stroke survivors [24]. This study found that adapting reaching movements to a force field induced by a robot could cause after-effects that normalized the initial reaching direction.

Important to these studies is how the patients were perturbed during adaptation. Both studies found that adapting the patient to a perturbation that worsened or amplified their error (rather than correcting it) was what drove adaptation to result in after-effects that improved their movement. In other words, by enhancing their error, the CNS was forced to adapt to correct it. As would be expected, these studies show after-effects that are transient and wash out in 10 min. However, it stands to reason that the CNS would require more training in order to learn to make permanent changes in the pattern. This is discussed in the following section.

Motor learning

At some point in our lives, many of us will have to wear bifocals. Initially, eye movements must be adapted when switching from one magnification to another. This means that the oculomotor system must take some time to re-calibrate every time we switch between lenses. However, with repeated exposure (i.e. adaptation and de-adaptation), the brain can learn two calibrations that it can switch immediately to and from. In other words, no adaptation is required; the desired calibration is learned and accessible.

Definition

Motor ‘learning’ is used to mean the formation of a new motor pattern that occurs via long-term practice (i.e. days, weeks, years). After the new movement pattern is learnt, it is stored and can be immediately brought up and used in the appropriate context (i.e. in contrast to adaptation, no practice period is required). Individuals may store many learned motor plans or calibrations that allow for efficient switching from one to another.

There are likely distinct neural and behavioral mechanisms for learning a new movement, depending on the type of motor skill. One form of motor learning is behaviorally tied to the motor adaptation process and will be the focus of this section [2]. Specifically, if individuals adapt and de-adapt repeatedly over weeks of time, they can develop a new ‘learned’ calibration for the context that initially drove adaptation [2]. In other words, they no longer have to adapt from one behavior to the other, but instead have two learned behaviors that they can switch between. This method of learning may be most ideal for situations in which a person has a previously learned movement that approximates the new movement to be learned. For rehabilitation, this may be an important process. Clinicians are often working with people who can, for example, walk or reach, but their movements are slow, misdirected, inaccurate, or inefficient. One might argue that they do not need to learn the movement from scratch but do need substantial recalibration for their altered neural control.

A second form might be referred to as de-novo motor learning. In this form, many different component motions
Behavioral findings
Learning via repeated adaptation has been studied less than single-session adaptation. This type of learning can occur over a period of days to weeks, depending on the task and study. For example, one study repeatedly adapted and de-adapted study participants to prism glasses during a throwing task [2]. Each week, they showed improvement: they were less perturbed when first donning the prisms and showed less of an after-effect when they were removed. By the end of training, they had learnt the appropriate eye–hand coordination pattern for the prisms: they could throw on target immediately when donning or removing the prisms. This demonstrates that repeated adaptations can indeed result in a new, stored calibration that can be used immediately.

Other studies have explored learning of movements over a shorter timescale. For example, participants have been studied adapting reaching to a force or visuomotor perturbation on one day and then returning again minutes, a day, or a week later to retest adaptation. After only one training session, there can be clear evidence of learning indicated by partial retention of the adapted pattern or ‘savings’ (i.e. faster adaptation) on the second test [33]. However, several open questions exist. If these individuals can learn a new calibration, will it be accessible to them when they are not on the split-belt treadmill? Will they be able to utilize this pattern as their ‘default’ walking pattern? How permanent a change will this be – will it persist days, weeks, or months after the training period? Will continued training be needed to reinforce any change?

Conclusion
Motor adaptation and learning are two processes fundamental to flexibility of human motor control. Motor adaptation calibrates movement for novel demands. It is not simply an error cancellation process, but instead involves recalibrating the brain’s prediction of how the body will move while also considering the costs of the new demands. Damage of the cerebellum systematically disrupts adaptation, but damage to other brain regions most often does not. Adaptation is inherently important for rehabilitation by making movement flexible, but it can also be used to ascertain whether some patients can generate a more normal motor pattern. Repeated adaptation can lead to learning a new motor calibration. This process is less understood, but might reflect an important method to alter certain patients’ movement patterns on a more permanent basis.
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